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Abstract. This paper is about the W3C standard node-addressing language for
XML documents, called XPath. XPath is still under development. Version 2.0
appeared in 2001 while the theoretical foundations of Version 1.0 (dating from
1998) are still being widely studied. The paper aims at bringing XPath to a “sta-
ble fixed point” in its development: a version which is expressively complete, still
manageable computationally, with a user-friendly syntax and a natural semantics.
We focus on an important axis relation which is not expressible in XPath 1.0 and
is very useful in practice:the conditional axis. With it we can express paths spec-
ified by for instance “do achild step,while test is true at the resulting node”.
We study the effect of adding conditional axis relations to XPath on its expressive
power and the complexity of the query evaluation and query equivalence prob-
lems. We define an XPath dialectXCPath which is expressively complete, has a
linear time query evaluation algorithm and for which query equivalence given a
DTD can be decided in exponential time.

1 Introduction

XPath 1.0 [38] is a variable free language used for selecting nodes from XML doc-
uments. XPath plays a crucial role in other XML technologies such as XSLT [42],
XQuery [41] and XML schema constraints, e.g., [40]. The latest version of XPath (ver-
sion 2.0) [39] is much more expressive and is close to being a full fledged tree query
language. Version 2.0 contains variables which are used in if–then–else, for and quan-
tified expressions. The available axes are the same in both versions.

The purpose of this paper is to show that useful and more expressive variants of
XPath 1.0 can be created without introducing variables. We think that the lack of vari-
ables in XPath 1.0 is one of the key features for its success, so we should not lightly
give it up.

This paper uses the abstraction to the logical core of XPath 1.0 developed in [17,16].
This means that we are discussing the expressive power of the language on XML docu-
ment tree models. The central expression in XPath isaxis :: node label [filter] (called a
location path) which when evaluated at noden yields an answer set consisting of nodes
n′ such that

– theaxis relation goes fromn to n′,
– the node tag ofn′ is node label , and
– the expressionfilter evaluates to true atn′.
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We study the consequences of varying the set of available axis relations on the expres-
sive power and the computational complexity of the resulting XPath dialect. All axis
relations of XPath 1.0, like child, descendant etc., are assumed as given. We single out
an important axis relation which is not expressible in XPath 1.0 and is very useful in
practice:the conditional axis. With it we can express paths specified by for instance
“do achild step,while test is true at the resulting node”. Such conditional axes are
widely used in programming languages and temporal logic specification and verifica-
tion languages. In temporal logic they are expressed by the Since and Until operators.
The acceptance of temporal logic as a key verification language is based on two interre-
lated results. First, as shown by Kamp [21] and later generalized and given an accessible
proof by Gabbay, Pnueli, Shelah and Stavi [14], temporal logic over linear structures
can express every first order definable property. This means that the language is in a
sense complete and finished. This is an important point in the development of a lan-
guage. It means that no further expressivity (up to first order of course) needs to be
added. The second important result concerned the complexity of the model checking
and validity problem. Both are complete for polynomial space, while model checking
can be done in timeO(2|Q| · |D|), with |Q| and |D|, the size of the query and data,
respectively [8].

The paper aims at bringing navigational XPath to a similar “ fixed point” in its de-
velopment: a version which is expressively complete, still manageable computationally,
with a user-friendly syntax and a natural semantics. The key message of the paper is that
all of this is obtainable by adding the conditional axes to the XPath syntax. Our main
contributions are the following:

– A motivation of conditional paths with natural examples (Section2).
– The definition of several very expressive variable free XPath dialects, in particular

the languageXCPath (Section3).
– A comparison of the expressive power of the different dialects (Section4).
– An investigation of the computational complexity of the discussed dialects. The

main results are that the extra expressivity comes at no (theoretical) extra cost:
query evaluation is in linear time in the size of the query and the data (Section5),
and query equivalence given a DTD is decidable in exponential time (Section6).

For succinctness and readability all proofs are put in the Appendix.
We end this introduction with a few words on related literature. The observation that

languages for XML like XPath, DTD’s and XSchema can be viewed as propositional
temporal, modal or description logics has been made by several authors. For instance,
Miklau and Suciu [25] and Gottlob et al [15] embed XPath into CTL. The group round
Calvanese, de Giacomo and Lenzerini published a number of papers relating DTD’s
and XPath to description logic, thereby obtaining powerful complexity results cf, e.g.,
[7]. Demri, de Rijke and Alechina reduce certain XML constraint inference problems
to propositional dynamic logic [2]. The containment problem for XPath given a set of
constraints (a DTD for instance) has been studied in [36,9,25,26]. The complexity of
XPath query evaluation was determined in [15,16]. We are convinced that this list is
incomplete, if only for the sole reason that the connection between the formalisms and
the structures in which they are interpreted is so obvious. Our work differs from most
in that we consider node labeled trees, whereas (following [1]) most authors model



semistructured data as edge labeled trees. This is more than just a different semantic
viewpoint. It allows us to use the same syntax as standard XPath and to give simpler
and more perspicuous embeddings into known formalisms. Taking this viewpoint it
turns out that many results on XPath follow easily from known results: linear time query
evaluation follows directly from linear time model checking for propositional dynamic
logic (PDL); the exponential time query equivalence algorithm can also be deduced
(with quite a bit more work) from results on PDL, and finally Gabbay’s separation
technique for temporal logic is directly applicable to node labeled sibling ordered trees.

2 Conditional paths

This section motivates the addition of conditional paths to the XPath language.

Example 1. Consider an XML document containing medical data as in Figure1. Each
node describes a person with an attribute assigning a name and an attribute stating
whether or not the person has or had leukemia. The child-of relation in the tree models
the real child-of relation between persons. Thus the root of the tree is persona which
has leukemia. Persona has a childa1 without the disease and a grandchilda12 which
has it.

<P name=a leukemia=yes>
<P name=a1 leukemia=no>

<P name=a11 leukemia=no/>
<P name=a12 leukemia=yes/>
<P name=a13 leukemia=no/>

</P>
<P name=a2 leukemia=yes>

<P name=a21 leukemia=yes/>
<P name=a22 leukemia=no/>

</P>
</P>

Fig. 1.XML document containing medical data.

Consider the following information need:given a personx, find descendantsy of x
without leukemia such that all descendants ofx betweenx andy had/have leukemia.
The answer set of this query in the example document when evaluated at the root is
the set of nodes with name attributea1 and a22 . When evaluated at nodea1 , the
answer set is{a11,a13 }, when evaluated ata2 the answer set is{a22}, and at all
other nodes, the answer set is empty. The information need can be expressed in first
order logic using a suitable signature. Letchild anddescendant be binary andP and
has leukemia be unary predicates. The information need is expressed by a first order
formula in two free variables:

descendant(x, y) ∧ ¬has leukemia(y) ∧
∀z((descendant(x, z) ∧ descendant(z, y)) → has leukemia(z)).

This information need can be expressed in XPath 1.0 for arbitrarily deep documents by
the infinite disjunction (for readability, we abbreviateleukemiato l)



child::P[@l=’no’] |
child::P[@l=’yes’]/child::P[@l=’no’] |
child::P[@l=’yes’]/child::P[@l=’yes’]/child::P[@l=’no’] ...

Theorem3 below states that it is not possible to express this information need in Core
XPath. What seems to be needed is the notion of aconditional path. Let [test]child
denote all pairs(n, n′) such thatn′ is a child ofn and thetest succeeds atn. Then the
information need can be expressed by

child :: P/([@l=′yes′]child)∗ :: P[@l =′ no′].

The axis([@l=′yes′]child)∗ describes the reflexive transitive closure of[@l=′yes′]child,
whence either the pathself or a child–pathn0, n1, . . . , nk, for k ≥ 1 such that at all
nodesn0, . . . nk−1 the leukemia attribute equalsyes .

The next example discusses an information need which is not expressible using
conditional paths. Admittedly the example is rather contrived. In fact it is very difficult
to find natural information needs on the data in Figure1 which are not expressible using
transitive closure over conditional paths. Theorem4 below states that every first order
expressible set of nodes can be described as an XPath expression with transitive closure
over conditional paths. Thus the difficulty in finding not expressible natural queries
arises because such queries are genuinely second order. We come back to this point in
Section4 when we discuss the expressive power of XPath dialects.

Example 2. Consider the query “find all descendants which are an even number of steps
away from the node of evaluation”, expressible as(child; child)∗ :: ∗. Note that the
axis relation contains a transitive closure over a sequence of atomic paths. The proof
of Theorem3 shows that this information need is not expressible using just transitive
closure over conditional paths. The information need really expresses a second order
property.

3 A brief introduction to XPath

[16] proposes a fragment of XPath 1.0 which can be seen as its logical core, but lacks
many of the functionality that account for little expressive power. In effect it supports
all XPath’s axis relations, except the attribute relation1, it allows sequencing and tak-
ing unions of path expressions and full booleans in the filter expressions. It is called
Core XPath. A similar logical abstraction is made in [4]. As the focus of this paper is
expressive power, we also restrict XPath to its logical core.

We will define four XPath languages which only differ in the axis relations allowed
in their expressions. As in XPath 1.0, we distinguish a number of axis relations. In-
stead of the rather verbose notation of XPath 1.0, we use a self-explanatory graphical
notation, together with regular expression operators+ and∗. For the definition of the
XPath languages, we follow the presentation of XPath in [16]. The expressions obey

1 This is without loss of generality as instead of modeling attributes as distinct axes, as in the
standard XML model, we may assign multiple labels to each node, representing whether a
certain attribute-value pair is true at that node.



the standard W3C unabbreviated XPath 1.0 syntax, except for the different notation of
the axis relations. The semantics is as in [4] and [15], which is in line with the standard
XPath semantics from [34].

Our simplest languageXCore is slightly more expressive than Core XPath (cf. Re-
mark 1). We viewXCore as the baseline in expressive power for XPath languages.
XCPath, for conditionalXPath, simply extendsXCore with conditional paths. The key
difference betweenXCore and the three other languages is the use of filter expressions
inside the axis relations, in particular as conditional paths. Regular expressions2 with
tests are well studied and often applied in languages for specifying paths (see the liter-
ature on Propositional Dynamic Logic (PDL) and Kleene algebras with tests [18,23]).

Definition 1 The syntax of the XPath languagesXCore,XCPath,X CPath
reg ,Xreg is de-

fined by the grammar

locpath ::= axis ‘::’ntst| axis ‘::’ ntst ‘[’fexpr‘]’ | ‘/’ locpath | locpath ‘/’ locpath|
locpath ‘|’ locpath

fexpr ::= locpath| not fexpr | fexprand fexpr | fexpror fexpr
prim axis ::= self | ⇓ | ⇑ | ⇒ | ⇐

XCore axis ::= prim axis | axis∗

XCPath axis ::= prim axis | fexprprim axis | prim axisfexpr | axis∗

XCPath
reg axis ::= prim axis | fexprprim axis | prim axisfexpr | axis; axis | axis ∪ axis |

axis∗

Xreg axis ::= prim axis |?fexpr | axis; axis | axis ∪ axis | axis∗.

where “locpath” (pronounced aslocation path) is the start production, “axis” denotes
axis relations and “ntst” denotes tags labeling document nodes or the star ‘*’ that
matches all tags (these are called node tests). The “fexpr” will be calledfilter expres-
sionsafter their use as filters in location paths. With an XPath expression we always
mean a “locpath”.

The semantics of XPath expressions is given with respect to an XML document mod-
eled as a finitenode labeled sibling ordered tree3 (tree for short). Each node in the
tree is labeled with a name tag from some alphabet. Sibling ordered trees come with
two binary relations, the child relation, denoted byR⇓, and the immediateright sibling
relation, denoted byR⇒. Together with their inversesR⇑ andR⇐ they are used to
interpret the axis relations.

Each location path denotes a binary relation (a set of paths). The meaning of the
filter expressions is given by the predicateE(n, fexpr) which assigns a boolean value.
Thus a filter expressionfexpr is most naturally viewed as denoting sets of nodes: alln
such thatE(n, fexpr) is true. For examples, we refer to Section2 and to [16]. Given a
treeM and an expressionf , the denotation or meaning off in M is written as[[f ]]M.
Table1 contains the definition of[[ · ]]M.

2 Regular expressions are strings generated by the grammarr ::= ε | a | r+ | r∗ | r; r | r ∪ r
with a a primitive symbol andε the empty string. The operations have their usual meaning.

3 A sibling ordered tree is a structure isomorphic to(N, R⇓, R⇒) whereN is a set of finite
sequences of natural numbers closed under taking initial segments, and for any sequences, if
s · k ∈ N , then eitherk = 0 or s · k − 1 ∈ N . Forn, n′ ∈ N , nR⇓n′ holds iff n′ = n · k for
k a natural number;nR⇒n′ holds iff n = s · k andn′ = s · k + 1.



[[X :: t]]M = {(n, n′) | n[[X ]]Mn′ and t(n′)}
[[X :: t[e]]]M = {(n, n′) | n[[X ]]Mn′ and t(n′) and EM(n′, e)}
[[/locpath]]M = {(n, n′) | (root , n′) ∈ [[locpath]]M}
[[locpath/locpath]]M = [[locpath]]M ◦ [[locpath]]M
[[locpath | locpath]]M = [[locpath]]M ∪ [[locpath]]M

EM(n, locpath) = true ⇐⇒ ∃n′ : (n, n′) ∈ [[locpath]]M
EM(n, fexpr1 and fexpr2) = true ⇐⇒ EM(n, fexpr1) = true andEM(n, fexpr2) = true
EM(n, fexpr1 or fexpr2) = true ⇐⇒ EM(n, fexpr1) = true or EM(n, fexpr2) = true
EM(n, not fexpr) = true ⇐⇒ EM(n, fexpr) = false.

[[⇓]]M := R⇓
[[⇒]]M := R⇒
[[⇑]]M := R−1

⇓
[[⇐]]M := R−1

⇒
[[pfexpr]]M := [[p]]M ◦ [[?fexpr]]M
[[fexprp]]M := [[?fexpr]]M ◦ [[p]]M

[[self]]M := {(x, y) | x = y}
[[p/q]]M := [[p]]M ◦ [[q]]M
[[p | q]]M := [[p]]M ∪ [[q]]M
[[p∗]]M := [[self]]M ∪ [[p]]M ∪ [[p]]M ◦ [[p]]M ∪ . . .
[[?e]]M := {(x, y) | x = y andEM(x, e) = true}.

Table 1.The semantics ofXCore andXCPath.

Remark 1.XPath 1.0 (and hence Core XPath) has a strange asymmetry between the
vertical (parent and child) and the horizontal (sibling) axis relations. For the vertical
direction, both transitive and reflexive–transitive closure of the basic steps are primi-
tives. For the horizontal direction, only the transitive closure of the immediateleft and
immediateright sibling axis are primitives (with the rather ambiguous namesfollow-
ing andprecedingsibling). XCore removes this asymmetry and has all four one step
navigational axes as primitives. XPath 1.0 also has two primitive axis related to the
document order and transitive closures of one step navigational axes. These are just
syntactic sugar, as witnessed by the following definitions:

descendant :: t[φ] ≡ ⇓ :: ∗/⇓∗ :: t[φ]
following :: t[φ] ≡ ⇑∗ :: ∗/⇒ :: ∗/⇒∗ :: ∗/⇓∗ :: t[φ]
preceding :: t[φ] ≡ ⇑∗ :: ∗/⇐ :: ∗/⇐∗ :: ∗/⇓∗ :: t[φ].

So we can conclude thatXCore is at least as expressive as Core XPath, and has a more
elegant set of primitives.

The reader might wonder why the set of XPath axes was not closed under taking con-
verses. The next theorem states that this is not needed.

Theorem 2. The set of axes of all four XPath languages are closed under taking con-
verses.

4 Expressive power

This section describes the relations between the four defined XPath dialects and two
XPath dialects from the literature. We also embed the XPath dialects into first order and



monadic second order logic of trees and give a precise characterization of the condi-
tional path dialectXCPath in terms of first order logic.

Core XPath [17] was introduced in the previous section. [4] considers the Core
XPath fragmentX ↑

r,[] obtained by deleting the sibling relations and the booleans on the
filter expressions.

Theorem 3. 1. X ↑
r,[] is strictly contained in Core XPath, and Core XPath is strictly

contained inXCore.
2. XCore is strictly contained inXCPath.
3. XCPath is strictly contained inXreg.
4. Xreg andX CPath

reg are equally expressive.

We now view the XPath dialects as query languages over trees, and compare them to
first and second order logic interpreted on trees. Before we can start, we must make
clear what kind of queries XPath expresses.

In the literature on XPath it is often tacitly assumed that each expression is al-
ways evaluated at the root. Then the meaning of an expression is naturally viewed as
a set of nodes. Stated differently, it is a query with one variable in the select clause.
This tacit assumption can be made explicit by the notion of anabsoluteXPath ex-
pression/locpath. The answer set of/locpath evaluated on a treeM (notation:
answerM(/locpath)) is the set{n ∈ M | (root , n) ∈ [[locpath]]M}. The relation be-
tween filter expressions and arbitrary XPath expressions evaluated at the root becomes
clear by the following equivalence. For each filter expressionfexpr, EM(n, fexpr)
is true if and only ifn ∈ answerM(/⇓∗ :: ∗[fexpr]). On the other hand, looking at
Table1 it is immediate that in general an expression denotes abinary relation.

Let Ltree
FO andLtree

MSO be the first order and monadic second order languages in the
signature with two binary relation symbolsDescendant and Sibling and countably
many unary predicatesP,Q, . . . Both languages are interpreted on node labeled sibling
ordered trees in the obvious manner:Descendant is interpreted as the descendant rela-
tion R+

⇓ , Sibling as the strict total orderR+
⇒ on the siblings, and the unary predicatesP

as the sets of nodes labeled withP . For the second order formulas, we always assume
that all second order variables are quantified. So a formula in two free variables means
a formula in two free variables ranging over nodes.

It is not hard to see that everyXreg expression is equivalent4 to anLtree
MSO formula

in two free variables, and that every filter expression is equivalent to a formula in one
free variable.Xreg can express truly second order properties as shown in Example 2. A
little bit harder is

Proposition 1. EveryXCPath (filter) expression is equivalent to anLtree
FO formula in

two (one) free variable(s).

The converse of this proposition would state thatXCPath is powerful enough to express
every first order expressible query. For one variable queries on Dedekind complete lin-
ear structures, the converse is known as Kamp’s Theorem [21]. Kamp’s result is gener-
alized to other linear structures and given a simple proof in the seminal paper [14]. [24]
showed that the result can further be generalized to sibling ordered trees:

4 In fact, there is a straightforward logspace translation, see the proof of Theorem7.(i).



Theorem 4 ([24]). EveryLtree
FO query in one free variable is expressible as an absolute

XCPath expression.

Digression: Is first order expressivity enough?[5] argues for the non-counting property
of natural languages. A counting property expresses that a path consists of a number of
nodes that is a multiple of a given numberk. Since first order definable properties of
trees are non-counting [32], by Theorem4, XCPath has the non-counting property.
Example 2 shows that with regular expressions one can express counting properties.
DTD’s also allow one to express these: e.g.,A −→ (B,B,B)+ expresses thatA nodes
have a number ofB children divisible by 3.

It seems to us that for the node addressing language first order expressivity is suffi-
cient. This granted, Theorem4 means that one need not look for other (i.e., more expres-
sive) XPath fragments thanXCPath. Whether this also holds for constraints is debat-
able. Fact is that many natural counting constraints can be equivalently expressed with
first order constraints. Take for example, the DTD rulecouple −→ (man,woman)∗,
which describes the couple element as a sequence of man, woman pairs. Clearly this
expresses a counting property, but the same constraint can be expressed by the follow-
ing XCPath (i.e., first order) inclusions on sets of nodes. Both left and right hand side
of the inclusions are filter expressions. (In these rules we just writeman instead of the
cumbersomeself :: man, and similarly for the other node labels.)

couple ⊆ not ⇓ :: ∗[not man and not woman]
man and ⇑ :: couple ⊆ not ⇒ :: ∗[not woman]

woman and ⇑ :: couple ⊆ ⇐ :: man and not ⇒ :: ∗[not man].

In the next two sections on the complexity of query evaluation and containment we
will continue discussing more powerful languages thanXCPath, partly because there
is no difference in complexity, and partly because DTD’s are expressible in them.

5 Query evaluation

The last two sections are about the computational complexity of two key problems
related to XPath: query evaluation and query containment. We briefly discuss the com-
plexity classes used in this paper. For more thorough surveys of the related theory see
[20,27]. By PTIME andEXPTIME we denote the well-known complexity classes of prob-
lems solvable in deterministic polynomial and deterministic exponential time, respec-
tively, on Turing machines.

Xreg queries can be evaluated in linear time in the size of the data and the query. This
is the same bound as for Core XPath. This bound is optimal because the combined
complexity of Core XPath is alreadyPTIME hard [16]. It is not hard to see that the
linear time algorithm for Core XPath in [15] can be extended to work for fullXreg. But
the result also follows from known results about Propositional Dynamic Logic model
checking [3] by the translation given in Theorem10. For a modelM, a noden and an
XPath expressionq, answern

M(q) = {t | (n, t) ∈ [[q]]M}.
Theorem 5. For Xreg expressionsq, answern

M(q) can be computed in timeO(|M| ·
|q|).



6 Query containment under constraints

We discuss equivalence and containment of XPath expressions in the presence of con-
straints on the document trees. Constraints can take the form of a Document Type Defi-
nition (DTD) [37], an XSchema [40] specification, and in general can be any statement.
For XPath expressions containing the child and descendant axes and union of paths,
this problem —given a DTD— is alreadyEXPTIME-complete [26]. The containment
problem has been studied in [36,9,25,26]. For example, consider the XPath expressions
in abbreviated syntax5 q1 := a[b]/c andq2 := a/c. Then obviouslyq1 impliesq2. But
the converse does not hold, as there are trees witha nodes having just a singlec child.
Of course there are many situations in which the “counterexamples” to the converse
containment disappear, and in whichq1 andq2 are equivalent. For instance when

(a) everya node has ab child. This is the case when the DTD contains for instance the
rulea → (b, d|e∗), or in general on trees satisfyingself :: a ≡ self :: a[⇓ :: b].

(b) if every c node has ab sibling. This holds in all trees in which
self :: b ≡ self :: b[⇒+ :: c or ⇐+ :: c] .

(c) if no a has ac child. This holds in all trees satisfyingself :: a[⇓ :: c] ≡ ∅.

We consider the following decision problem: forti, t
′
i, XPath expressions, does it follow

thatt0 ≡ t′0 given thatt1 ≡ t′1 and. . . andtn ≡ t′n (notation:t1 ≡ t′1, . . . , tn ≡ t′n |=
t0 ≡ t′0). The example above gives four instances of this problem:

1. |= a[b]/c ≡ a/c,
2. self :: a ≡ self :: a[⇓ :: b] |= a[b]/c ≡ a/c,
3. self :: b ≡ self :: b[⇒+ :: c or ⇐+ :: c] |= a[b]/c ≡ a/c,
4. self :: a[⇓ :: c] ≡ ∅ |= a[b]/c ≡ a/c.

This first instance does not hold, all others do. A number of instructive observations can
be drawn from these examples. First, the constraints are all expressed as equivalences
between XPath expressions denotingsets of nodes, while the conclusion relates two sets
of pairs of nodes. This seems general: constraints on trees are naturally expressed on
nodes, not on edges6. A DTD is a prime example. From the constraints on sets of nodes
we deduce equivalences about sets of pairs of nodes. In example (a) this is immediate
by substitution of equivalents. In example (b), some simple algebraic manipulation is
needed, for instance using the validityx[y]/y ≡ x/y.

That constraints on trees are naturally given in terms of nodes is fortunate because
we can reason about sets of nodes instead of sets of edges. The last becomes (on ar-
bitrary graphs) quickly undecidable. The desire for computationally well behaved lan-
guages for reasoning on graphs resulted in the development of several languages which
can specify sets of nodes of trees or graphs like Propositional Dynamic Logic [19],
Computation Tree Logic [11] and the propositionalµ-calculus [22]. Such languages

5 In our syntax they areq1 := self :: a[⇓ :: b]/⇓ :: c andq2 := self :: a/⇓ :: c.
6 This does not mean that we cannot express general properties of trees. For instance,
self :: ∗[not ⇑ :: ∗] ≡ self :: ∗[not ⇓ :: ∗/⇓ :: ∗/⇓ :: ∗] expresses that the tree has depth
at most two, andself :: ∗[not ⇑ :: ∗] ≡ self :: ∗[not ⇓∗ :: ∗[not ⇓ :: ∗/⇒ :: ∗/⇒ :: ∗]] that
the tree is at most binary branching.



are –like XPath– typically two-sorted, having a sort for the relations between nodes
and a sort for sets of nodes. Concerns about computational complexity together with
realistic modeling needs determine which operations are allowed on which sort. For
instance, boolean intersection is useful on the set sort (and available in XPath 1.0) but
not in the relational sort. Similarly, complementation on the set sort is still manageable
computationally but leads to high complexity when allowed on the relation sort.

All these propositional languages contain a construct〈π〉φ with π from the edge
sort andφ from the set sort.〈π〉φ denotes the set of nodes from which thereexistsa π
path to aφ node. Full boolean operators can be applied to these constructs. Note that
XPath contains exactly the same construct: the location pathπ :: ∗[φ] evaluated as a
filter expression.

Thus we consider the constraint inference problem restricted to XPath expressions
denoting sets of nodes, earlier calledfilter expressions, after their use as filters of node
sets in XPath. This restriction is natural, computationally still feasible and places us in
an established research tradition.

We distinguish three notions of equivalence. The first two are the same as in [4].
The third is new. TwoXreg expressionsp andp′ areequivalentif for every tree model
M, [[p]]M = [[p′]]M. They areroot equivalentif the answer sets ofp andp′ are the same,
when evaluated at the root7. The difference between these two notions is easily seen
by the following example. The expressionsself :: ∗[A and not A] andself :: ∗[⇑] are
equivalent when evaluated at the root (both denote the empty set) but nowhere else.
If p, p′ are both filter expressions andself :: ∗[p] ≡ self :: ∗[p′], we call themfilter
equivalent. Equivalence ofp andp′ is denoted byp ≡ p′, letting context decide which
notion of equivalence is meant. Root and filter equivalence are closely related notions:

Theorem 6. Root equivalence can effectively be reduced to filter equivalence and vice
verse.

The statementt1 ≡ t′1, . . . , tn ≡ t′n |= t0 ≡ t′0 expresses thatt0 ≡ t′0 is logically
implied by the set of constraintst1 ≡ t′1, . . . , tn ≡ t′n. This is this case if for each
modelM in which [[ti]]M = [[t′i]]M holds for alli between1 andn, also[[t0]]M = [[t′0]]M
holds. The following results follow easily from the literature.

Theorem 7. (i) Let t(
′)

0 , . . . , t
(′)
n beXreg expressions.

The problem whethert1 ≡ t′1, . . . , tn ≡ t′n |= t0 ≡ t′0 is decidable.

(ii) Let t
(′)
0 , . . . , t

(′)
n beXCore filter expressions in whichchild is the only axis. The

problem whethert1 ≡ t′1, . . . , tn ≡ t′n |= t0 ≡ t′0 is EXPTIME hard.

Decidability for the problem in (i) is obtained by an interpretation intoSωS, whence
the complexity is non-elementary [30]. On the other hand, (ii) shows that a single expo-
nential complexity is virtually unavoidable: it already obtains for filter expressions with
the most popular axis. Above we argued that a restriction to filter expressions is a good
idea when looking for “low” complexity, and this still yields a very useful fragment.
And indeed we have

Theorem 8. Let t(
′)

0 , . . . , t
(′)
n beXreg root or filter expressions. The problem whether

t1 ≡ t′1, . . . , tn ≡ t′n |= t0 ≡ t′0 is in EXPTIME.

7 Thus, if for every tree modelM, [[/p]]M = [[/p′]]M.



6.1 Expressing DTDs inXCPath
reg

In this section we show how a DTD can effectively be transformed into a set of con-
straints onX CPath

reg filter expressions. The DTD and this set are equivalent in the sense
that a tree model conforms to the DTD if and only if eachX CPath

reg filter expression is true
at every node. A regular expression is a formular generated by the following grammar:
r ::= e | (r; r) | (r ∪ r) | r∗ with e an element name. A DTD rule is a statement of
the forme −→ r with e an element name andr a regular expression. A DTD consists
of a set of such rules and a rule stating the label of the root. An example of a DTD rule
is family −→ wife; husband ; kid∗. A document conforms to this rule if eachfamily
node has awife, ahusband and zero or morekid nodes as children, in that order. But
that is equivalent to saying that for this document, the following equivalence holds:

self :: family ≡ self :: ∗[⇓ :: wife[first and ⇒ :: husband [(⇒[kid])∗ :: ∗[last]]]],

wherefirst and last abbreviatenot ⇐ :: ∗ and not ⇒ :: ∗, denoting the first and
the last child, respectively. This example yields the idea for an effective reduction.
Note that instead of⇒ :: husband [fexpr] we could have used a conditional path:
⇒[husband] :: ∗[fexpr]. For ease of translation, we assume without loss of generality
that each DTD rule is of the forme −→ e′; r, for e′ an element name. Replace each
element namea in r by⇒[self :: a] and call the resultrt. Now a DTD rulee → e′; r is

transformed into the equivalentX CPath
reg filter expression constraint8:

self :: e ⊆ self :: e[⇓ :: e′[first and r t :: ∗[last]]].(1)

That this transformation is correct is most easily seen by thinking of the finite state
automaton (FSA) corresponding toe′; r. The word to be recognized is the sequence of
children of ane node in order. The expression in the right hand side of (1) processes
this sequence just like an FSA would. We assumed that every node has at least one
child, the first being labeled bye′. The transition from the initial state corresponds to
making the step to the first child (done by⇓ :: e′[first]). The output state of the FSA
is encoded bylast, indicating the last child. Nowrt describes the transition in the FSA
from the first node after the input state to the output state. The expression⇒[self :: a]

encodes ana–labeled transition in the FSA. If a DTD specifies that the root is labeled
by e, this corresponds to the constraintroot ⊆ self :: e. (Here and elsewhereroot is an
abbreviation forself :: ∗[not ⇑ :: ∗]). So we have shown the following

Theorem 9. Let Σ be a DTD andΣt the set of expressions obtained by the above
transformation. Then for each treeT in which each node has a single label it holds that
T conforms to the DTDΣ iff T |= Σt.

This yields together with Theorem8,

Corollary 1. Both root equivalence and filter equivalence ofXreg expressions given a
DTD can be decided inEXPTIME.

8 The symbol⊆ denotes set inclusion. Inclusion of node sets is definable as follows:f1 ⊆ f2 iff
self :: ∗ ≡ self :: ∗[not f1 or f2].



7 Conclusions

We can conclude thatXCPath can be seen as a stable fixed point in the development
of XPath languages.XCPath is expressively complete for first order properties on node
labeled sibling ordered trees. The extra expressive power comes at no (theoretical) extra
cost: query evaluation is in linear and query equivalence given a DTD in exponential
time. These results even hold for the much stronger languageXreg.

Having a stable fixed point means that new research directions come easily. We
mention a few. An important question is whetherXCPath is also complete with respect
to first order definable paths (i.e., first order formulas in two free variables.) Another
expressivity question concerns XPath with regular expressions and tests, our language
Xreg. Is there a natural extension of first order logic for whichXreg is complete? An
empirical question related to first and second order expressivity —see the discussion at
the end of Section4— is whether second order expressivity is really needed, both for
XPath and for constraint languages like DTD and XSchema. Finally we would like to
have a normal form theorem forXreg andX CPath

reg . In particular it would be useful to
have an effective algorithm transformingX CPath

reg expressions into directed step expres-
sions (cf. the proof of Theorem8.)
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A Appendix

A.1 XPath and Propositional Dynamic Logic

The next theorem states that PDL and theXreg filter expressions are equally expressive and
effectively reducible to each other.



For our translation it is easier to use a variant of standard PDL in which the state formulas are
boolean formulas over formulas〈π〉, for π a program. Now〈π〉 has the same meaning as〈π〉> in
standard PDL. Clearly this variant is equally expressive as PDL by the equivalences〈π〉 ≡ 〈π〉>
and〈π〉φ ≡ 〈π; ?φ〉.

Theorem 10. There are logspace translationst from Xreg filter expressions to PDL formulas
andt′ in the converse direction such that for all modelsM, for all nodesn in M,

EM(n, e) = true ⇐⇒ M, n |= (e)t(2)

EM(n, (et
′
) = true ⇐⇒ M, n |= e.(3)

PROOF OFTHEOREM 10. Let (·)t fromXreg filter expressions to PDL formulas be defined as
follows:

(axis :: ntst[fexpr])t = 〈axis; ?(ntst ∧ fexprt)〉
(/locpath)t = 〈⇑∗; ?root〉(locpath)t

(locpath1/locpath2)t = (locpath1)t(locpath2)t

(locpath1 | locpath2)t = (locpath1)t ∨ (locpath2)t

(·)t commutes with the booleans

Then (2) holds. For the other direction, let(·)t
′

commute with the booleans and let〈π〉t
′

=

self :: ∗[π◦ :: ∗], whereπ◦ is π with each occurrence of?φ replaced by?self :: ∗[φt
′
]. Then (3)

holds.

A.2 Proofs

PROOF OFTHEOREM 2. Every axis containing converses can be rewritten into one without con-
verses by pushing them in with the following equivalences:

⇓−1 ≡ ⇑, (p−1)−1 ≡ p, (p/q)−1 ≡ q−1/p−1,
⇑−1 ≡ ⇓, (?p)−1 ≡?p, (p | q)−1 ≡ p−1 | q−1,
⇐−1 ≡ ⇒, (p∗)−1 ≡ (p−1)∗,
⇒−1 ≡ ⇐,
self−1 ≡ self.

PROOF OFTHEOREM 3. X ↑
r,[] is a fragment of Core XPath, but does not have negation on pred-

icates. That explains the first strict inclusion. The definition ofXCore given here was explicitly
designed to make the connection with Core XPath immediate.XCore does not have the Core
XPath axesfollowing andpreceding as primitives, but they are definable as explained in
Remark1. All other Core XPath axes are clearly inXCore. The inclusion is strict because Core
XPath does not contain the immediate right and left sibling axis.

XCore ( XCPath holds already on linear structures. This follows from a fundamental result
in temporal logic stating that on such structures the temporal operatoruntil is not expressible
by the operatorsnext-time, sometime-in-the-futureand their inverses [13]. The last two corre-
spond to the XPath axischild anddescendant , respectively.Until(A,B) is expressible with
conditional paths as(⇓self :: B

)∗ :: ∗[/]⇓ :: A.
XCPath ( Xreg also holds on linear structures already.XCPath is a fragment of the first

order logic of ordered trees by Proposition1. But Example 2 expresses a relation which is not
first order expressible on trees [32].

XCPath
reg ⊆ Xreg, because the conditional axis can be expressed by? and ;. For the other

direction, letp be anXreg axis. Apply to all subterms ofp the following rewrite rules until no



more is applicable9. From the axioms of Kleene algebras with tests [23] it follows that all rules
state an equivalence.

(a ∪ b); c −→ (a; c) ∪ (b; c)
c; (a ∪ b) −→ (c; a) ∪ (c; b)
(a∗)∗ −→ a∗

?F1∪?F2 −→ ?(F1 ∨ F2)
?F1; ?F2 −→ ?(F1 ∧ F2)

(?F )∗ −→ self
(a∪?F )∗ −→ a∗

a∗; ?F −→ ?F ∪ a∗; a; ?F
?F ; a∗ −→ ?F∪?F ; a; a∗.

Then all tests occurring under the scope of a∗ or in a sequence will be conditional to an atomic
axes. Now consider a location stepaxes::ntst[fexpr] . If axes is a ∗ expression or a
sequence, the location step is inXCPath

reg . If it is a union or a test, delete tests by the equivalences

?F::nst[fexpr] ≡ self::nst[fexpr and F]
(?F ∪ A)::nst[fexpr] ≡ A::nst[fexpr] | self::nst[fexpr and F] .

PROOF OFPROPOSITION1. The only interesting cases are transitive closures of conditional
paths, like⇓∗fexpr :: t[E]. This expression translates to theLtree

FO formula (letting(·)◦ denote the
translation); (x = y∨∀z(Descendant(x, z)∧Descendant(z, y) → fexpr◦(z)))∧fexpr◦(y)∧
t(y) ∧ E◦(y).

PROOF OFTHEOREM 5. Computing the set of states in a modelM at which a PDL formulap
is true can be done in timeO(|M| · |p|) [3]. Thus forXreg filter expressions, the result follows
from Theorem10. Now letq be an arbitrary expression, and we want to computeanswernM(q).
ExpandM with a new labelln such that[[ln]]M = {(n, n)}. Use the technique in the proof of
Theorem6 to obtain a filter expressionq′ such thatt ∈ answernM(q) iff EM(t, q′) = true (here
use the new labelln instead ofroot .)

PROOF OFTHEOREM 6. We use the fact thatXreg axis are closed under converse (Theorem2)
and that everyXreg location path is equivalent to a simple location path of the formaxis :: t[fexpr].
The last holds asaxis1 :: t1[fexpr1]|axis2 :: t2[fexpr2] is equivalent to(axis1; ?(self :: t1[fexpr1])
∪axis2; ?(self :: t2 [fexpr2])) :: ∗, etc. We claim that for each modelM, M |= /axis1 :: t1[fexpr1]
≡ /axis2 :: t2[fexpr2] if and only if M |= self :: t1[fexpr1 and axis1

−1 :: ∗[root ]] ≡
self :: t2[fexpr2 and axis2

−1 :: ∗[root ]]. This is easily proved by writing out the definitions
using the equivalence(p; q)−1 ≡ q−1; p−1. Filter equivalence can be reduced to root equiva-
lence becausep ≡ p′ iff self :: ∗[root ] ≡ self :: ∗[root and not ⇓∗ :: ∗[p and not p′]].

PROOF OFTHEOREM 7. (i) Decidability follows from an interpretation in the monadic second
order logic over variably branching treesL2

K,P of [31]. The consequence problem forL2
K,P

is shown to be decidable by an interpretation intoSωS. Finiteness of a tree can be expressed
in L2

K,P . The translation ofXreg expressions intoL2
K,P is straightforward given the meaning

definition. We only have to use second order quantification to define the transitive closure of a
relation. This can be done by the usual definition: forR any binary relation,xR∗y holds iff

x = y ∨ ∀X(X(x) ∧ ∀z, z′(X(z) ∧ zRz′ → X(z′)) → X(y)).

(ii) Theorem10 gives an effective reduction from PDL tree formulas toXreg filter expressions.
The consequence problem for ordinary PDL interpreted on graphs isEXPTIME hard [12]. An
inspection of the proof shows that the path⇓ can be used as the only program and that checking
consequence on finite trees is sufficient.

9 An exponential blowup cannot be avoided. Consider a composition ofn expressions(ai∪?Fi),
for the ai atomic axis. Then the only way of rewriting this into anXCPath

reg axes is to fully
distribute the unions over the compositions, leaving a union consisting of2n elements.



PROOF OFTHEOREM 8. We first give a proof forXreg by a reduction to deterministic PDL with
converse. Then we give a direct algorithm which might be easier to implement. This algorithm
unfortunately works only forXCPath

reg expressions in which there are no occurrences of an arrow
and its inverse under the Kleene star.

Proof by reduction.By Theorem10, and standard PDL reasoning we need only decide satisfi-
ability of PDL formulas in the signature with the four arrow programs interpreted on finite trees.
Call the language compass-PDL. Consider the languagePDL2, the PDL language with only the
two programs{↓1, ↓2} and their inverses{↑1, ↑2}. PDL2 is interpreted on finite at mostbinary-
branchingtrees, with↓1 and↓2 interpreted by the first and second daughter relation, respectively.
We will effectively reduce compass-PDL satisfiability toPDL2 satisfiability.PDL2 is a fragment
of deterministic PDL with converse. [33] shows that the satisfiability problem for this latter lan-
guage is decidable inEXPTIME over the class of all models. This is done by constructing for each
formulaφ a tree automatonAφ which accepts exactly all tree models in whichφ is satisfied. Thus
deciding satisfiability ofφ reduces to checking emptiness ofAφ. The last check can be done in
time polynomial in the size ofAφ. As the size ofAφ is exponential in the length ofφ, this yields
the exponential time decision procedure.

But we want satisfiability onfinite trees. This is easy to cope with in an automata-theoretic
framework: construct an automatonAfin tree , which accepts only finite binary trees, and check
emptiness ofAφ ∩Afin tree . The size ofAfin tree does not depend onφ, so this problem is still in
EXPTIME.

The reduction from compass-PDL toPDL2 formulas is very simple: replace the compass-
PDL programs⇓,⇑,⇒,⇐ by the PDL2 programs⇓1;⇓∗2,⇑∗2;⇑1,⇓2,⇑2, respectively. It is
straightforward to prove that this reduction preserves satisfiability, following the reduction from
SωS to S2S as explained in [35]: a compass-PDL model(T, R⇒, R⇓, V ) is turned into an
PDL2 model(T, R1, R2, V ) by definingR1 = {(x, y) | xR⇓y andy is the first daughter ofx}
and R2 = R⇒. A PDL2 model (T, R1, R2, V ) is turned into a compass-PDL model
(T, R⇒, R⇓, V ) by definingR⇒ = R2 andR⇓ = R1 ◦R∗

2.

Direct proof. Considert1 ≡ t′1, . . . , tn ≡ t′n ⇒ t0 ≡ t′0 as in the Theorem. By Theorem6 we
may assume that all terms are filter expressions. For this proof, assume also that the expressions
are inXCPath

reg and that in each subexpressionπ∗ of an axis,π may not contain an arrow and
its inverse. We call such expressionsdirected. First we bring these expressions into a normal
form. Define the set ofstep pathsby the grammars =:: a | [test]a | a[test] | s ∪ . . . ∪ s |
p1; . . . ; pn; s; pn+1; . . . ; pn+k, wherea is one of the four arrows and thepi can be any path.
The next lemma gives the reason for considering directed step paths. Its simple proof is omitted.

Lemma 1. LetX be a step path not containing an arrow axis and its inverse. Then
in any modelM, nXn′ holds only ifn 6= n′ and the relationX is conversely well-founded.

Lemma 2. EveryXCPath
reg expression is effectively reducible to anXCPath

reg expression in which
for every occurrence ofπ∗, π is a step path.

Proof. Define a functionG fromXCPath
reg expressions to sets ofXCPath

reg expressions which yields
the set of step paths which “generate” the expression: for anXCPath

reg expressionp, G(p) = {p},
if p is a step path. Otherwise setG(p ∪ q) = G(p) ∪ G(q), G(p; q) = G(p) ∪ G(q) and
G(p∗) = G(p). Now define the translation(·)t fromXCPath

reg expressions toXCPath
reg expressions

in which for every occurrence ofπ∗, π is a step path:pt = p, if p is a step path. Otherwise set
(p ∪ q)t = pt ∪ qt, (p; q)t = pt; qt and(p∗)t = (s1 ∪ . . . ∪ sk)

∗ for G(p) = {s1, . . . , sk}. A
rather straightforward induction shows thatpt ≡ p and that|pt| is linear in|p|.



The rest of the proof is a reduction to the consequence problem for a simple language interpreted
on binary trees. The language is equivalent to filter expressions with only two axis, first and
second child. We could give the proof in terms of theXCPath

reg language, but the syntax is very
cumbersome to work with. For that reason we use the effective reduction to PDL formulas from
Theorem10and do the rest of the proof in the PDL syntax.

The proof consists of two linear reductions and a decision algorithm. The first reduction
removes the transitive closure operation by adding new propositional symbols. Similar techniques
are employed in [29,10] for obtaining normalized monadic second order formulas. The second
reduction is based on Rabin’s reduction ofSωS to S2S.

LetL2 be the modal language10 with only two atomic paths{↓1, ↓2} and the modal constant
root . L2 is interpreted on finitebinary trees, with↓1 and↓2 interpreted by the first and second
daughter relation, respectively, androot holds exactly at the root. The semantics is the same as
that of PDL.

The consequence problemfor PDL and forL2 is the following: forφ0, . . . , φn determine
whetherφ1, . . . , φn |= φ0 is true. The last is true if for each modelM with node setT in which
[[φ1]]M = . . . [[φn]]M = T it also holds that[[φ0]]M = T .

Lemma 3. TheL2 consequence problem is decidable inEXPTIME.

Proof. A direct proof of this lemma using a bottom up version of Pratt’s [28] EXPTIME Hintikka
Set elimination technique was given in [6]. As L2 is a sublanguage ofPDL2, the lemma also
follows from the argument given above in theproof by reduction.

A PDL formula in which the programs areXCPath
reg axis with the restriction that for every occur-

rence ofπ∗, π is a step path not containing an arrow and its inverse is called adirected step PDL
formula. The next Lemma together with Lemmas2 and3 and Theorem10 yield theEXPTIME

result for directedXCPath
reg expressions.

Lemma 4. There is an effective reduction from the consequence problem for directed step PDL
formulas to the consequence problem forL2 formulas.

Proof. Let χ be a directed step PDL formula. LetCl(χ) be the Fisher–Ladner closure [12] of
χ. We associate a formula∇(χ) with χ as follows. We create for eachφ ∈ Cl(χ), a new
propositional variableqφ and for each〈p1; p2〉φ ∈ Cl(χ) we also createq〈p1〉q〈p2〉φ

. Now∇(χ)
“axiomatizes” these new variables as follows:

qp ↔ p
q¬φ ↔ ¬qφ
qφ∧ψ ↔ qφ ∧ qψ
qφ∨ψ ↔ qφ ∨ qψ

q〈π1;π2〉φ ↔ q〈π1〉q〈π2〉φ

q〈π1∪π2〉φ ↔ q〈π1〉φ ∨ q〈π2〉φ
q〈π∗〉φ ↔ qφ ∨ q〈π〉q〈π∗〉φ

q〈α〉φ ↔ 〈α〉qφ
q〈testα〉φ ↔ qtest ∧ 〈α〉qφ
q〈αtest〉φ ↔ 〈α〉(qtest ∧ qφ)

for α ∈ {⇓,⇑,⇐,⇒}, andtest
a directed step PDL formula.

We claim that for every modelM which validates∇(χ), for every noden and for every new
variableqφ, [[qφ]]M = [[φ]]M. In the proof we use the usual logical notationn |= φ instead of the
more cumbersomen ∈ [[φ]]M.

The proof is by induction on the structure of the formula and the path and for the left to right
direction of the〈π∗〉 case by induction on the depth of direction ofπ. The case for proposition

10 That is, the syntax is defined as that of PDL, withπ ::=↓1|↓2 andφ ::= l | > | root | ¬φ |
φ ∧ φ | φ ∨ φ | 〈π〉φ.



letters and the Boolean cases are immediate by the axioms in∇(χ). For the diamonds, we also
need an induction on the structure of the paths, so letn |= q〈π〉φ for π ∈ {⇓,⇑,⇐,⇒}. Iff, by
the axiom,n |= 〈π〉qφ. Iff m |= qφ for somem such thatnRπm. Iff, by induction hypothesis,
m |= φ for somem such thatnRπm. Iff n |= 〈π〉φ. The cases for the conditional arrows
are shown similarly. The cases for composition and union and the right to left direction of the
Kleene star case follow immediately from the axioms. For the left to right direction of the Kleene
star we also do an induction on the depth of the direction ofπ. This is possible by Lemma1.
As an example let the direction be⇓. Let n be a leaf and letn |= q〈π∗〉φ. By the axiom in
∇(χ), n |= qφ or n |= q〈π〉q〈π∗〉φ

. The latter implies, by induction on the complexity of paths,
that n |= 〈π〉q〈π∗〉φ. But that is not possible by Lemma1 asn is a leaf. Thusn |= qφ, and
by IH, n |= φ, whencen |= 〈π∗〉φ. Now let n be a node withk + 1 descendants, and let
the claim hold for nodes withk descendants. Letn |= q〈π∗〉φ. Then by the axiomn |= qφ or
n |= q〈π〉q〈π∗〉φ

. In the first case,n |= 〈π∗〉φ by IH. In the second case, by the induction on the
structure of paths,n |= 〈π〉q〈π∗〉φ. As π is a directed step path, there exists a childm of n and
m |= q〈π∗〉φ. Whence, by the induction on the depth of the directionM, m |= 〈π∗〉φ. But then
alsoM, n |= 〈π∗〉φ.

Hence forφ0, φ1, . . . , φn directed step PDL formulas, we have

φ1, . . . , φn |= φ0 ⇐⇒ qφ1 , . . . , qφn ,∇({φ0, φ1, . . . , φn}) |= qφ0 .

As the language is closed under conjunction, we need only consider problems of the formφ1 |=
φ0, and we do that from now on.

Note that the only modalities occurring in∇(χ) are〈π〉 for π one of the four arrows. We
can further reduce the number of arrows to only⇓,⇒ when we add two modal constantsroot
andfirst for the root and first elements, respectively. Letχ be a formula in this fragment. As
before create a new variableqφ for each (single negation of a) subformulaφ of χ. Create∇(χ)
as follows:qp ↔ p, q¬φ ↔ ¬qφ, qφ∧ψ ↔ qφ ∧ qψ andq〈π〉φ ↔ 〈π〉qφ, for π ∈ {⇓,⇒}, and
for each subformula〈⇑〉φ and〈⇐〉φ, add to∇χ the axioms

qφ → [⇓]q〈⇑〉φ, 〈⇓〉q〈⇑〉φ → qφ, q〈⇑〉φ → ¬root ,
qφ → [⇒]q〈⇐〉φ, 〈⇒〉q〈⇐〉φ → qφ, q〈⇐〉φ → ¬first .

We claim that for every modelM which validates∇(χ), for every noden and for every sub-
formula φ ∈ Cl(χ), M, n |= qφ iff M, n |= φ. An easy induction shows this. Consider the
case of〈⇑〉φ. If n |= 〈⇑〉φ, then the parent ofn modelsφ, whence by inductive hypothesis, it
modelsqφ, so by the axiomqφ → [⇓]q〈⇑〉φ, n  q〈⇑〉φ. Conversely, ifn |= q〈⇑〉φ, then by axiom
q〈⇑〉φ → ¬root , n is not the root. So the parent ofn exists and it models〈⇓〉q〈⇑〉φ. Then it
modelsqφ by axiom〈⇓〉q〈⇑〉φ → qφ, and by inductive hypothesis it modelsφ. Thusn |= 〈⇑〉φ.
Hence,γ |= χ ⇐⇒ ∇(γ ∧ χ), qγ |= qχ.
Note that the formulas on the right hand side only contain the modalities〈⇓〉 and〈⇒〉. Now we
come to the second reduction: to the consequence problem of binary branching trees. Letχ be a
formula, translate it to aPDL2 formula as in theproof by reduction. Note that this is a directed
step PDL formula. Finally use the first reduction again to reduce the consequence problem to
the consequence problem of the language with just the modalities〈⇓1〉 and〈⇓2〉, interpreted on
binary trees.

Clinching all these reductions together, we obtain the reduction stated in Lemma4.
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